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Aliya 3 | 32:1-19 

Examine verse 32:1. 

Why do Reuven & Gad have more 
sheep than other tribes? Why is 
Reuven mentioned first in this 
verse but not in later verses? 

The Ohr HaChaim suggests that 
the reason these tribes had more 
sheep & cattle than the other tribes 
w a s b e c a u s e t h e y w e r e 
exceedingly brave in battle and 
therefore their soldiers captured 
more spoils of war than the other 
tribes. The Ibn Ezra & Rabbeinu 
Bahya suggest that the tribe of Gad 
was the instigator of the request 
but initially, in the opening verse, 
the tribe of Reuven was mentioned 
because their forefather was Leah's 
firstborn. The Ba’al HaTurim 
suggests that the tribe of Gad was 
mentioned first thereafter because 
they were the strongest tribe. 

Aliya 1 | 30:2-31:12 

Examine verse 30:2. 

Why is Moshe addressing the leaders of 
the tribes in this moment?  

Rashi suggests that this does not mean 
that Moshe spoke with only the leaders 
but rather that he showed them due 
respect by speaking with them first. He 
suggests that the laws of vows are taught 
in this manner because of the extra 
responsibilities placed upon a skilled 
expert in his role in annulling vows. 
Only in the absence of such an expert 
can three ordinary people annul a vow. 
The Ohr HaChaim suggests that the fact 
that ‘Matot’ is followed by the statement 
‘Livnei Yisrael’ teaches us that this law 
does not only apply to the leaders of the 
Jewish people but extends to the people 
themselves. Without the ‘lamed’ one 
may assume that the law was taught 
exclusively to those it was relevant to. 

Aliya 2 | 31:13-54 

Examine verse 31:14. 

Why did Moshe grow angry? Why 
was his anger directed to a specific 

group within the military?  

Rashi suggests that Moshe’s directed 
anger towards the generals of the 
Jewish army teaches us that the 
leaders of a generation carry the 
weight of the iniquities of that 
generation. Rabbeinu Bahya suggests 
that there were 132 generals in the 
army who were the focus of Moshe’s 
dissatisfaction. These men carried the 
weight of the behavior of their 
soldiers. The Tur Ha’Aruch points 
out that Moshe did not grow angry 
against Pinchas even though he led 
the military expedition because God 
had promised Pinchas a covenant of 
peace. 

Aliya 4 | 32:20-34:15 

Examine verse 32:22. 

Why does ‘the land’ need to subdued? 
Why does the Torah describe their 

return as part of the process? 

The Ohr HaChaim suggests that Moshe 
was to reassure these tribes that after the 
fighting they would all return, whole 
and healthy to their lands, should they 
assist in subduing Cana’an. He extends 
the idea and suggests that their intent in 
crossing the Jordan River was critical in 
satisfying God’s wishes and ensuring the 
Jewish people wouldn’t feel abandoned 
by these two tribes. He also suggests 
that the verse records their actions and 
concludes with stating that this will 
happen before God. It does this to show 
that even though their final dwelling 
place will technically be outside the 
land of Israel, should they contribute to 
the conquering efforts, God will stay 
with them.

Aliya 5 | 33:50-34:15 

Examine verse 33:52. 
Who is this command written for? 

What is the nature of this command?  

Ra sh i sugge s t s t ha t t he wo rd 
‘mashkiyosam’ (connected to the 
Hebrew word of ‘cover’) is a reference 
to the pagan tradition of putting a 
marble mosaic on the floor of a Temple 
and fully prostrating yourself on it. The 
Ohr HaChaim suggests that this 
command is more comprehensive than 
the instruction they receive in Devarim 
20:16 to wipe out the seven nations 
living in Cana’an. This instruction 
comes to include any inhabitants of the 
land, whether they are one of the seven 
nations or not. Additionally, there may 
be some nations living on the land that 
you are not strong enough to force out 
and therefore you must eradicate the 
possibility that their idol worship will 
influence the Jewish people. 

Aliya 6 | 34:16-35:8 

Examine verse 34:16.  
Why was it required to outline the names 

of the Nesiim again? What is the 
significance of the order in which they are 

listed?  

Rashi suggests that i t became the 
responsibility of each tribal leader to take 
the portion that was assigned to the tribe 
and distribute it further among the families 
of the tribe itself. Rabbeinu Bahya suggests 
like Rashi that these tribal leaders were 
going to act as trustees on behalf of their 
tribes. The Torah names Elazar the Kohen 
Gadol first not because he was acting as a 
trustee on behalf of his tribe (they didn’t get 
any land) but because, politically, Yehoshua 
could not go to war without Elazar’s 
approval.

Aliya 7 | 35:9-36:13 

Examine verse 35:11. 
What does the word ‘vehikritem’ mean? 

Rashi suggests that this language is one of 
preparation. The Da’at Zkenim suggests that 
this is an acknowledgement of the law to 
create signposts for accidental killers to find 
their way to the city of refuge. If God shows  
sinners the way to a safe place, how much 
more so does He help those who strive to be 
righteous. Rebbeinu Bahya connects this word 
to the Hebrew word for city, ‘kiriyah'. He 
explains that there are two elements to every 
action, the heart and the body. If those two 
elements are not aligned, then the sinner 
cannot be put to death. In the case of 
accidental death they are clearly not aligned 
and t he r e fo r e t he dea th pena l t y i s 
inappropriate.
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